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In recent papers Gutbrod et al ;' 11 and Doss et al: l/ reported 
on the first experimental data of cluster formation measured 
with a 4" detector (plastic ball) in hip,h energy h~avy ion 
collisions. The experimental data for the ratio of :he deuteron
like pairs (dlike ) to the protor;-li~e particle:' (plike) hav~ 
shown that the cluster product~on ~ncreases w~th th·~ mult~pli

city of charged particles and levels off at high muctiplicity 
values. This particular behaviour indicates that th•' cluster 
formation process itself depends on the size of the emitting 
source. In view of these new data the limitations o.' the ther
mal model /3,4/ assuming chemical equilibrium and of the origi
nal coalescence model '5/ can clearly be seen becaus1~ both the 
models predict a yield ratio independent of the siz1~ of the 
emitting source. 

To reproduce the trend of the experimenti:.d data an ·improved 
version of the coalescence model of Sa to and Yasaki 1

6 1 has been 
employed in which the cluster yield depends on both the size of 
the deuteron and the volume of the emitting source. The ratio of 
dli.ke to Plike is expressed throught (see refs. /l,l' for de-
tails) 

d like /p like = 6(A- Z) /Z) (1 +2(rd /rd )2)-3 2 x NP (1 + ~- mTJ~) -3 /2 

( I ) 

where T is the temperature of the interacting r~c·gion, rd 
stands for the deuteron radius, Np is the participart charge 
multiplicity and the factor(A-Z)/Z account for the difference 
between neutron and proton number. The radius of the spherical 
source is parameterized by r ~ r

0
(A. N ) 1 ',3 where the factor A/Z 

p z p 

converts the participant baryon charge multiplicity to partici
pant baryon multiplicity. The radius r0 is related to the den
sity p of the source by r

0
=(477p/3r1i3. Since the temperature 

could be determined independently from the proton spectra, the 
radii r and rd for the source and the deuteron, respectively, 
are fre~ parameters. Applying formula (I) Doss et al. 121 (see 
also ref. :11) obtained excellent fits to the experimental data 
of composite production in relativistic heavy ion collisions. 

In the figure we show the fitted effective deuteron radii of 
ref,/2/ as a function of the temperature. Since the error bars 
seem to be rather large, Doss et al ,12/ concluded that a tenden
cy to smaller composite radii at higher temperature :annot be 
seen. But this conclusion is not in di.:=:~y,re~.IJI3.DL~.it:I our previ-
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The effective deuteron radius as a function of the tem
p~rature for given break-up density (sJlid lines) and the given 
entropy value (dashed lines). The dash~dotted line indicates 
the rms radius of a free deuteron. The experimental points are 
from Doss et al. ' 2 ~ The specific entr-opy vaz,,es vary bett.Jeen 
4.0 and 4.2 when taking their fitted br-eak-up density values 
and calculating the entropy values with the fr-ee Fenm: gas 
forrnula. 

ous results!7!where we have calculated coalescence radii as 
a function of the temperature at fixed break-up density and 
used them in cascade calculations. In this case the radii of 
the composities become smaller with increasing temperature and 
approach gradually the corresponding values for the free clus-
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ters. In the figure this tendency cannot be seen because it ~s 

obscured by the fact that the fitted deuteron-like radii of 
Doss et al.'2/ correspond to different break-up densities pb 
extracted via the parameter r0 • In fact, their effective deu
teron radii rd have been inferred at such a break-up situations 
where the product pbi\3 (A=(2rr1i2/mT) ~ is the thermal wave length) 
turns out to be almost constant, i.e., the mean phase space 
occupancy or the associated specific entropy of a free Fermi 
gas S/A=512-ln(~A3 I 4): 4 remain also nearly unchanged. There
fore, it is not surprising that the entropy values inferred in 
ref./2/via the cluster yields are also nearly independent of 
the bombarding energies and the target-projectile combinations. 
Finally let us mention that the entropy values of S/A:::. 4 follow
ing from the simple phase space relation are very close to the 
findings of Doss et al f2/ when employing Kapusta's method IS! 

for extracting the specific entropy values (see also refs:~lO/ 
for a discussion of the specific entropy calculated by means 
of the cascade model). 

In the following we will not discuss the entropy problem 
and in what cases it is justified to use the free Fermi gas 
formula given above, but concentrate on the calculation <Jf the 
effective radius of the deuteron embedded in a hot nuclear me
dium. We suppose that the composites are formed when the inter
mediate nuclear system reaches the break-up density. (For dyna
mical calculations see ref. 11 '), At this moment, however, the 
composites cannot hP trP::.t-Prl !lc f!'~~ ~.:!~ti:.!~~, ~u.~ L~u;::.,v cttt' 

still affected by the surrounding medium. This results in the 
known Hott mechanism discussed in ref./ 121. Oualitatively, this 
mechanism can be understood by considering the changing of phase 
space occupancy due to matter surrounding a composite. Since 
the cluster wave function in the momentum space overlaps with 
the Fermi-like distribution function of the medium, it becomes 
evident that the effective binding energy of a cluster does not 
only depend on the density, but also on the temperature and 
velocity of the clusters relative to the medium. Thus, clusters 
moving fastly relative to the medium are less degraded. More
over, also for increasing temperatures the relevance of the 
Pauli blocking becomes gradually less essential because the 
Fermi distribution of all nucleons is spread out in momentum 
space. From this qualitative argumentation follows that at 
fixed break-up density the effective mean radii of embedded 
clusters become smaller with increasing temperature. However, 
if the adopted break-up situation is such that the quantity 
pbi\3 is constant, then the quenching depends predominantly 
only on the velocity of the composites relative to the medium. 
A quantitative estimate of all these effects is given below 
where for the sake of simplicity we will consider the deuteron 
formation. 
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AccounUing for the in-medium corrections one has to solve 
a Bethe-Goldstone type of equation for the deuteron embedded 
in a nuclear medium. As a consequence, the deuteron wave fun
ction becomes dependent on the density of the medium p , the 
temperature T and the velocity of the deuteron relative to the 
medium. Following the lines of refs. 17 ·121 , we have calculated 
the effective deuteron radius r =<¢dl r 2

1 ¢d >\I! , where ¢d 
is the solution of the Bethe-Go~dstone equation obtained in 
perturbation theory. The rms radius can be expressed throught 
the effective binding energy ed of the deuteron and take the 
following approximated form 

-- v. J <r2> = (3m/41i2 e ) -
d d 

with 
3 

ed:::e~[l-~ 
483/2 
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8
2 1 

(2) 

(3) 

which is suitable for quick numerical estimates and reflects 
all the interesting features discussed above. Here e~=2.226MeV 
is the deuteron binding energy, Pd denotes the deuteron momen
tum, y =edIT and O= 1 + y • The quantity a= 0.5 .has been introdu
ced in order to simulate the quenching effect due to Pauli 
hlockinP whPn ~ mnrP rP~li~~i~ ~~~!e~~~ ~~~2 f~~~tic~ ~~ 

_._,, 
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ing, e.g., from applying the Reid potential is used. The ex
pression for the effective binding energy can further be sim
plified by replacing the prefactor pbA3 by the specific entropy 
and by considering a deuteron velocity equal to the thermal one. 
Since the remaining dependence on the temperature in (3) is 
then neglegible (y::: 0, o =1), one could use in place of (3) 
the condensed formula 

e-d= e~ (l-4e5/2-S/A-3/4 (4) 

indicating that the rms - radius should scale with the entropy 
only. 

One should, however, be aware of identifying the specific 
entropy value introduced above for the sake of simplicity with 
the actual one. In fact the S/A values inferred from the break
up densities and the temperatures determined from the proton 
energy spectra agree well with the estimates made by employing 
Kapusta's method /8/ (see ref. 1 2/) and are also at higher ener-
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gies ( Ebearn _::: I GeV /u) in reasonably good agreement with the 
cascade model predictions.'9 •101 but they are about two units off 
when employing the method of St6cker et al/13/(see ref. 121 for 
an extensive discussion of this point). 

In the figure we show the results for rd as a function of 
the temperature at given density or entropy values. In the 
latter case almost straight lines are obtained whereas in the 
other case the model predicts a decreasing effective radius for 
. . h b h . 1 . f 17 f ~ncreas~ng temperatures as as een s own prev~ous y ~n re . ' 
In the high temperature or low density limit <r;> approaches 
the value of the free cluster (dash-dotted line). 

In summary at the disassembly stage of a hot nuclear system 
the effective radii of the formed clusters depend on the tem
perature and the density of the nuclear medium and on the velo
city of the clusters relative to the emitting source. In a per
turbation approach to the Bethe-Goldstone equation the rms 
deuteron radius could be expressed via the effective binding 
energy of a cluster embedded in a hot nuclear medium. The re
latively weak dependence of the deuteron-like composites on 
the temperature of the nuclear medium inferred by Doss et al/21 

is due to the fact that the experimentally extracted dependen
ces on temperature and break-up density compensate each other 
in such a way that %A3 is nearly constant, which implies 
that both the cluster radii and the specific entropy remain 
also constant in a wide range of the temperature. It might w~ll 
be that the constancy of %A3 is not accidental but rather 
i_;:-• .:!ic.u::.c.., ._;,cti.. i..lte u.i.~orcier or the system has already reached 
such a degree that the disassembly process becomes almost inde
pendent of the beam energy ~nd the projectile-target combinati-

. • '2 I ons. Compar~ng w~th the results of Doss et al: 'one has, howe-
ver, to note that our rd values characterize the deuteron 
cluster whereas they parametrize the deuteron-like correlations. 

The theoretical results represented have been obtained by 
disregarding any dynamical effects during the formation of the 
composites and can, therefore, give only a rough orientation 
on the connection between the effective cluste~ radii and the 
thermodynamical quantities characterizing the break-up stage. 

The authors are indebted to H.Gutbrod for making the expe
rimental data available before publication. Two of us (H.S. 
and G.R.) are grateful to the Nuclear Physics Division of the 
JINR for the kind hospitality extended to them. 
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ry~HMa K.K. H ~p. E2-85-586 
3¢<lJeKTHBHbie pa~HYCbl JierKHX COCT<iBHbiX '!aCTHIJ;, o6pa30BaHHblX 
B CTOJIKHOBeHHH peJIRTHBHCTCKHX TR~eJiblX HOHOB 

3KcrrepHMeHTaJibHbie TeH~eHIJ;Hll UOBeAeHHR 3¢<lJeKTHBHbiX pa~HyCOH 
COCTaBHbiX 'IaCTHIJ;, HCIT~eHHblX H3 rOpR'!ero HCTO'IHHKa, 06pa30BaH
HOrO B CTOJIKHOBeHHH peJIRTllBHCTCKllX TR~eJiblX HOHOB ITPH pa3JIH'!
HblX 3HeprHRX, Ka'!eCTBeHHO BOCITpOll3BO~HTCH rrepTyp6aTHBHbW pe
rneHHeM ypaBHeHHH THrra BeTe-ron~cToyHa ~JIH ~eHTpoHa, rrorp~eH
Horo B ropq-qyiD H~epHyiD MaTepHID. 

Pa6oTa HbliTOJIHeHa B n a 6opaTOpHH TeopeTH'!eCKOH ¢H3HKH OHRH. 

Coo6~eHHe 06beAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa HAep~X HCCneAOBaHHA . lly6Ha 1985 

Gudima K.K. et al. 
Effective Radii of Light Composites Produced 1n 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions 

E2-85-586 

The experimental trend of the effective radii of composite 
particles emitted from a hot source in relativistic heavy ion 
collisions at different beam energies is qualitatively repro
duced by solving a Bethe-Goldstone-type equation in a perturba
tive way for a deuteron embedded in a hot nuclear medium. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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